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Article

Introduction

Elise is an Asian American musician in her twenties, active 
on Twitter. In the spring of 2019, many people in Elise’s 
Twitter network posted tweets criticizing a White-owned 
Chinese restaurant that promoted itself as a “clean” alterna-
tive to “unhealthy” Chinese food. Elise added to the criti-
cism, posting a Twitter thread that discussed racist stereotypes 
and the history of Chinese American food. Her tweets went 
viral. She received hundreds of attacks over a period of days, 
including angry tweets, comments on her blogs and YouTube 
videos, and threatening emails.1 Most of the harassing tweets 
framed Elise as a racist. For example, one tweet read,

Being a racist for the sake of being a racist is disgusting. These 
people are literally just trying to earn a living and you are single 
handedly trying to put them out of business, and for what. For what 
does this gain you? People eat better food, you get nothing in return.

This tweet does not portray Elise as an Asian American 
activist protesting a restaurant for its racism, but as an anti-
White racist trying to put a hardworking female restaurant 
owner out of business. The continuity of the attacks on Elise 

show that her accusers were able to reframe her behavior as 
immoral and even threatening, thus justifying harassing her. 
In this case, the network harassing her reinforced their belief 
that people of color calling out White racism is equivalent to 
or worse than White racism itself.

While harassment takes many forms, this article seeks to 
understand networked harassment, in which an individual is 
harassed by a group of people networked through social 
media. While most research describes the prevalence of 
harassing incidents and their impact on those who experi-
ence them, we lack an understanding of why harassment 
takes place. This article puts forth an explanatory model in 
which networked harassment functions as a mechanism to 
enforce social order. Drawing from a set of qualitative 
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interviews with people who have experienced harassment 
(n = 28) and workers at Trust & Safety platforms (n = 9), the 
article traces how moral outrage is used to justify networked 
harassment, which then functions to reinforce social norms 
and sanction violating behavior. In the example above, 
Elise’s first tweet reflects her own moral beliefs that the res-
taurant furthered racist stereotypes about Chinese-Americans, 
while the harassment she received reframed her criticism as 
anti-White “reverse racism.” This demonstrates that harass-
ment is a tactic used by people across the ideological spec-
trum. However, due to fundamental power differentials that 
privilege Whiteness and maleness, those who challenge 
these structures are more likely to face harassment, system-
atically removing minority voices from the public sphere.

In this model, which I call morally motivated networked 
harassment (MMNH), a member of a social network or 
online community accuses an individual (less commonly a 
brand or organization) of violating the networks’ moral 
norms. Frequently, the accusation is amplified by a highly 
followed network node, triggering moral outrage throughout 
the networked audience. Members of the network send 
harassing messages to the individual, reinforcing their own 
adherence to the norm and signaling network membership, 
thus re-inscribing the norm and reinforcing the network’s 
values. The accusation is often escalated by the networked 
audience, fueling moral outrage and justifying further harass-
ment. Frequently, harassment results in the accused self-cen-
soring. As a result, networked harassment becomes a 
regulating force for speech on social media. This article out-
lines this model and its consequences.

Online Harassment

“Online harassment” is an umbrella term widely used across 
fields to encompass a variety of behaviors. The term was first 
used by cyberbullying scholars to mean “bullying” (Tokunaga, 
2010), “rude or mean comments, or spreading of rumors” 
(Ybarra & Mitchell, 2008), or “threats or other offensive 
behavior . . . sent online to the youth or posted online about the 
youth for others to see” (Finkelhor et al., 2000). This scholar-
ship primarily concerned children and teenagers, where 
harasser and harassed knew each other, were the same age and 
lived in the same general location, and harassment took place 
in front of one’s peer group off or online.

More recently, scholars have conceptualized “harassment” 
more expansively. Lenhart et al. identified 10 types of harass-
ment, including physical threats, name-calling, imperson-
ation, spreading rumors, and encouraging others to harass a 
target (Lenhart et al., 2016). A 2017 Pew report similarly 
included offensive name-calling, intentional embarrassment, 
physical threats, stalking, persistent harassment over time, 
and sexual harassment in its definition of harassment 
(Duggan, 2017). The broadness of these definitions suggests 
that anything from a single instance of name-calling to persis-
tent, serious abuse can be labeled harassment. In response, 

my previous research furthered a taxonomy of online harass-
ment distinguishing between instances of dyadic harassment, 
when one person harasses another, resembling the dynamics 
of stalking or sexual violence; normalized harassment, in 
which name-calling or insults are common in online spaces 
like networked gaming; networked harassment, in which an 
individual is harassed by a group of people connected by 
social media; and more nebulous interpersonal situations in 
which at least one participant strategically labels an incident 
or set of incidents as “harassment” although it may not meet 
evaluative criteria as such (Marwick, in press).

Importantly, most work on harassment has been done by 
feminist scholars, since online harassment is more common 
for women and nonbinary people, particularly women of 
color, queer women, and women in the public eye (Barton & 
Storm, 2014; Krook, 2017; Lenhart et al., 2016; Sobieraj, 
2020; Vitak et al., 2017). Such scholarship shows that harass-
ment is often used to police women’s online behavior and 
may have a chilling effect on women’s participation in the 
public sphere both on and offline. As a result, scholars deploy 
terms like “online hate,” “e-bile,” “gender trolling,” and 
“online misogyny” to connect online behavior such as 
“revenge porn” and digitally enabled sexual violence to 
structural sexism and violence against women (Banet-Weiser 
& Miltner, 2016 ; Citron, 2014; Eikren & Ingram-Waters, 
2016; Henry & Powell, 2015; Jane, 2014; Mantilla, 2013; 
McGlynn et al., 2017). However, while most of this research 
argues that online harassment is caused by misogyny, there 
exist no explanatory models of why misogyny results in net-
worked harassment.

I build on this feminist scholarship to connect networked 
harassment and social shaming. I am particularly interested 
in understanding how networked harassment functions as a 
method of social shaming which, as Kate Klonick (2015) 
writes, “involves the attempt to enforce either a real, or per-
ceived, violation of a social norm.” Shaming is thus a form 
of public moral criticism which serves to uphold social 
norms through stigma and humiliation (Billingham & Parr, 
2020; Nussbaum, 2009). In contrast to the previous litera-
ture, my research shows that networked harassment takes 
place across ideological boundaries and is used by members 
of left-leaning and nonpolitical networks as well as those on 
the right. However, people who challenge normative power 
structures (such as feminists, anti-racist activists, gender 
non-conforming, and LGBTQ+ [lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, and queer] people) are more likely to be harassed 
by people who adhere to traditional social norms which priv-
ilege Whiteness, heteronormativity, maleness, and so forth.

Moral Outrage, Boundaries, and 
Justifications for Harassment

Previous research demonstrates that perpetrators of harass-
ment often believe their actions are justified (Blackwell 
et al., 2018; Jhaver et al., 2018). For example, a Minnesota 
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dentist named Walter Palmer killed a lion in a trophy hunt in 
Zimbabwe. When this was publicized on social media, he 
received worldwide harassment, including death threats and 
“lion killer” spray-painted on his house. This anger repre-
sented real outrage about big game hunting, wildlife conser-
vation, and American arrogance, meaning that people who 
participated in the harassment believed they were in the 
right. However legally Palmer had done nothing wrong, and 
he is certainly not the only person to participate in such big-
game hunting (Anderson, 2018). In many cases, an accusa-
tion of a norm violation spreads through a network whose 
members share a moral basis for the justification (Lewis 
et al., 2021). For instance, a progressive activist advocating 
deplatforming alt-right influencers might be labeled “anti-
free speech” or “censoring” by right-wing network partici-
pants, while members of a left-wing network view them 
differently. In this case, the two networks have different pri-
orities, values, and community norms. However, the context 
collapse endemic to large social platforms allows for net-
works with radically different norms and mores to be visible 
to each other (Marwick & boyd, 2011).

The renowned sociologist Michele Lamont defined sym-
bolic boundaries as “distinctions that groups create between 
one another” (Lamont, 2017, p. 14). Her research shows that 
symbolic boundaries are often drawn based on real or imag-
ined moral criteria. She interviewed middle-class Americans, 
noting that they harshly judged poor people as lazy and taste-
less. In contrast, members of the French working-class saw 
the upper-middle class as selfish and narcissistic. Lamont’s 
model of boundary formation argues that such moral and 
ethical boundaries between groups are constituted through 
meaning-making, and that individual-level enforcement of 
symbolic boundaries helps to create and maintain cultural, 
institutional, and social differences (Lamont & Molnár, 
2002). In the case of harassment, social media facilitates 
individual- and network-level social interactions which serve 
to establish and reinforce symbolic boundaries, drawn by 
making moral distinctions between groups.

This emphasis on morality is crucial given psychologists 
William Brady and Molly Crockett’s MAD model of social 
contagion, which maintains that people are “motivated to 
share moral-emotional content based on their group identity; 
that such content is especially likely to capture attention; and 
that the design of social media platforms interacts with these 
psychological tendencies to further facilitate its spread” 
(Brady et al., 2020). People are morally outraged when they 
believe a moral norm has been violated, motivating them to 
shame and punish the violators (Crockett, 2017). While 
observing immoral actions is relatively infrequent in day-to-
day life, it is constant on contemporary social media, where 
public shaming, “hot takes,” and clickbait are omnipresent.2 
Indeed, content that engages moral emotions is more likely 
to be shared within ideologically bounded groups (Brady 
et al., 2017), and because of this, may be promoted more 
frequently by recommendation algorithms (Crockett, 2017). 

As a result, people are far more likely to encounter a moral 
norm violation online than offline.

In this context, “morality” refers to “ideas, objects or events 
typically construed in terms of the interests or good of a unit 
larger than the individual (e.g., society, culture, one’s social 
network)” (Brady et al., 2020). As a result, justifications for 
harassment are sometimes scaffolded through theories or 
reframing efforts that label someone or something immoral. 
For example, in my work with Robyn Caplan, we found that 
the term “misandry” is used by Men’s Rights Activists to con-
struct an image of “feminism” as strategically harming and 
oppressing men and boys, thus justifying any attack on femi-
nists as a move to stop misandry (Marwick & Caplan, 2018). 
Similarly, Dianna Anderson discusses the labeling of actor and 
writer Lena Dunham as a “child molester” based on a story in 
her autobiography that details how she touched her younger 
sister; this type of early childhood sexual exploration is 
entirely normal, but was used to paint the controversial 
Dunham as a bad person given universal condemnation of 
pedophiles (Anderson, 2018). In other cases, a dossier of mis-
deeds may be put together, known in internet slang as 
“receipts.” For example, in early 2020, writer Tracie Egan 
Morrissey posted a series of quotes from actress Jameela Jamil 
to Instagram, arguing that Jamil had inconsistently described 
her health concerns and past employment and concluding that 
Jamil had Munchausen syndrome. Jamil received waves of 
criticism as a result (Hampton, 2020).

In these cases, the moral violations named in the accusa-
tion position the accused as deviant because their behavior 
violates group norms. While Jamil publicly framed herself as 
a body-positive feminist activist, other feminists criticized 
her for taking up this cause as a conventionally attractive, 
thin actress (Dickson, 2018). In 2020, Jamil was hired to 
judge HBO’s voguing competition Legendary, a dance origi-
nating in queer Black and Latino ballroom culture, to which 
Jamil has no connection. After widespread online criticism, 
she came out as queer, thus establishing her legitimacy as a 
potential judge. Morrissey’s accusation built upon these cri-
tiques to position Jamil as an opportunist who failed to meet 
the strict norms of feminist activism. In this case, moral out-
rage established symbolic boundaries between authentic 
feminists, body-positive activists, and members of the 
LGTBQ+ community, and Jamil, who to her accusers was 
deceitfully taking advantage of such discourses for her own 
career advancement.

According to social identity theory, such symbolic bound-
ary-making shores up the self-image of those criticizing the 
target (Riek et al., 2006). When people identify as part of a 
social group or category, they view people like themselves as 
the “in group” and people unlike themselves as the “out group” 
(Stets & Burke, 2000, p. 225). Because social groups provide 
shared identity and define one’s self-concept, people are 
deeply invested in the social status of their groups (Stephan 
et al., 2009). Extensive empirical studies have found that peo-
ple favor members of their in-group; when they feel that their 
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social group is threatened, strong bias against the out-group 
emerges (Hogg, 2016). Thus, attacking an out-group responds 
to a perceived symbolic threat and reflects a desire to protect 
one’s group status and thus self-image. In the United States, 
partisan and ideological identities are increasingly polarized 
and differentiated, begetting increased in-group identification 
and out-group denigration (Mason, 2018).

Because social norms around gender are both pervasive and 
persistent, women—especially women in the public eye who 
violate traditional norms of feminine quietude—experience 
disproportionate online harassment based on their gender 
(Citron, 2014; Sobieraj, 2020). Maass et al. apply social iden-
tity theory to sexual harassment, arguing that it may be “one 
strategy to protect or restore the male’s threatened gender iden-
tity” (Maass et al., 2003 p. 854). Similarly, philosopher Kate 
Manne (2017) defines misogyny as the “hostile or adverse con-
sequences” visited upon women who violate patriarchal norms 
(p. 13). Taking part in out-group denigration may feel pleasur-
able and give oneself a sense of moral righteousness, much as 
Manne (2017) describes the feeling of misogyny:

If it feels like anything at all, it will tend to be righteous . . . It 
often feels to those in its grip like a moral pursuit, not a witch 
hunt. And it may pursue its targets not in the spirit of hating 
women but rather, of loving justice. (p. 20)

To summarize, in morally motivated networked harass-
ment, a member of a social network accuses a target of vio-
lating the network’s norms, triggering moral outrage. 
Network members send harassing messages to the target, 
reinforcing their adherence to the norm and signaling net-
work membership. Frequently, harassment results in the 
accused self-censoring and thus regulates speech on social 
media. To test this model, I draw from a corpus of harassing 
incidents gathered from interviews with people who identify 
as having experienced harassment.

Method

This article draws from a corpus of semi-structured interviews 
with people who identify as having experienced online harass-
ment (n = 28) and workers at Trust & Safety teams at various 
social media platforms (n = 9). The first group of participants 
were recruited using open calls posted on Twitter, Reddit, and 
Craigslist for people over 18 years who had experienced online 
harassment, defined in recruitment materials as

being called offensive names, having someone try to embarrass 
you on purpose, being physically threatened online, having 
sensitive personal information exposed or your privacy invaded, 
having rumors spread about you online, being sexually harassed 
or cyberstalked, or being harassed over a long period of time.

All interviews were conducted by the author and took place 
via phone or video chat (Zoom or Skype), depending on the 
participants’ preference; as a result, some included audio and 

some audio and video. Interviews lasted between 30 and 
90 min. Interviews followed a semi-structured protocol in 
which participants were asked about their experiences with 
online harassment, its effects, and their thoughts on online 
harassment in general (Appendix A). Subjects received a 
US$20 incentive for participation, although a significant 
minority asked for it to be donated to a charity instead.

The group of Trust & Safety participants were recruited 
through email and LinkedIn, using pre-existing industry con-
tacts to identify potential participants. Participants were 
asked about their company’s procedures for dealing with 
unwanted user behavior and their experiences working in 
Trust & Safety (Appendix B). These subjects did not receive 
an incentive. These interviews were conducted via Zoom.

All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed by an 
outside transcription company with a confidentiality agree-
ment. Transcripts were imported into the qualitative data 
analysis software MaxQDA. I coded a subset of interviews 
(n = 5) to generate the initial codebook, which was developed 
iteratively through initial coding as coding continued (Corbin 
& Strauss, 2007). Initial coding allows the researcher to 
closely examine the data and identify potential categories 
(Saldana, 2009). Coding was done at both the content level 
(explicit statements by the interviewee) and assumptions and 
cultural discourses underlying the content (Gilligan & 
Brown, 1992). The second phase of coding involved focused 
coding to highlight significant and frequent codes (Charmaz, 
2006).

The MMNH model was developed as interviews pro-
gressed, partly from interview data and partly from immer-
sion in the literature. Later interviews explicitly asked 
participants about the model as a form of member checking, 
including all the interviews with Trust & Safety workers, 
who are exposed to hundreds or thousands of harassing inci-
dents as part of their work (Creswell & Miller, 2000). The 
model was refined based on feedback from participants—for 
example, the concept of “attack vectors” came directly from 
member checks.

Participants who had experienced online harassment 
ranged in age from 18–49 years with an average age of 
30.5 years. In all, 18 identified as women, 7 as male, and 3 as 
non-binary; 1 person identified as trans, 21 identified as 
White, 3 as Asian or Asian American, 1 as Black, and 2 as 
Middle Eastern; 13 identified as heterosexual, 1 as “mostly 
straight,” 8 as bisexual, 3 as queer, 1 as pansexual, 1 as les-
bian, and 1 as gay. Participants were located primarily in the 
United States (17), although other participants lived in the 
United Kingdom (4), Europe (4), Canada (3), and Africa (1). 
All participants spoke English. Of the Trust & Safety partici-
pants (n = 9), 5 identified as women and 4 as men. Trust & 
Safety participants were not asked about their age, race, or 
sexuality to maintain pseudonymity given the small number 
of people working in the industry. All participant names and 
potentially identifiable information have been pseudony-
mized. In some cases, the specifics of the harassment or 
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platform features have been obscured to prevent possible 
identification. This study was approved by the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill Institutional Review Board, 
IRB number 18-1916.

One might ask why I interviewed people who experienced 
online harassment when attempting to determine motivations 
for harassment. Extensive efforts to recruit people who iden-
tified as perpetrators of harassment, who had been accused 
of harassment, or even who admitted to having engaged in 
online conflict, were unsuccessful.3 This may be because 
people do not want to admit that they engage in socially 
unacceptable behaviors like harassment, or because they 
considered their actions to be justified and therefore not 
harassment. However, participants provided valuable insight 
on the impact of harassment from the complete network of 
perpetrators (given that networked harassment involves doz-
ens or hundreds of harassers), and from the perspectives of 
platform employees (who often speak to perpetrators while 
moderating harassment), as well as a diverse corpus of 
examples. However, there remains a need for research that 
includes the perspective of perpetrators.

The MMNH Model

On social media multiple social contexts coexist (Marwick 
& boyd, 2011). This phenomenon of context collapse means 
that groups with diametrically opposed values—such as the 
far-left and the far-right, or the fat-positive and the fat-pho-
bic—are visible to each other. Given this, harassment is a 
tactic that can be used by people across the political spec-
trum to reinforce norms. Some norm violations are widely 
held, such as hunting endangered animals, or letting a pet 
dog defecate on the subway (Klang & Madison, 2018). 
Others are specific to a community and do not map to politi-
cal positions. For instance, one participant was harassed for 
writing critical essays about queer themes in a horror novel. 

Although most research on harassment has focused on 
harassment by far-right or misogynistic actors (Burgess & 
Matamoros-Fernández, 2016; Citron, 2014), my participants 
included people who identified ideologically across the 
political spectrum, and as men, women, and nonbinary. Thus, 
the model based on these data is designed to apply to net-
worked harassment regardless of the target or amplifier’s 
political or ideological leanings.

Networked harassment (Figure 1) typically begins by 
identifying one or more norm violations (the accusation) and 
tying it to a specific person, brand, or organization (the tar-
get), together creating a justification for harassment. This 
accusation is promoted by one or many key accounts or net-
work nodes, such as highly followed social media accounts 
or influencers (the amplifier). Often, but not always, the 
amplifier is in a different social network than the target. 
Members of the amplifiers’ networked audience, who share 
an ideological or moral framework, individually send ad 
hominem attacks, insults, slurs, and in the worst cases, 
threats of death, rape, and violence to the accused (brigading, 
dogpiling, or “calling out”). Individual targets typically 
experience stress, depression, and other psychological 
harms, frequently resulting in self-censorship and with-
drawal from social media participation. Simultaneously, the 
ideological consensus of the accusing network is reinforced 
through a common enemy and the symbolic boundaries 
between contexts are reinforced. Thus, harassment becomes 
a regulating force in which speech is removed from the pub-
lic sphere.

The Accusation

The accusation describes a violation of a social norm that 
serves to justify harassment from the networked audience. 
The accusation could be a single incident, or a body of evi-
dence built up over time. Individuals in my sample were 

Figure 1. Morally Motivated Networked Harassment.
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harassed for a wide variety of incidents such as tweeting, 
“Man, I hate white men” in response to a video of police 
brutality; criticizing the pre-Raphaelite art movement; refus-
ing to testify in favor of a student accused of sexual harass-
ment; banning someone from a popular internet forum; 
criticizing expatriate men for dating local women; and cele-
brating the legalization of gay marriage in the United 
Kingdom by posting gifs of the television show “Sherlock.” 
While some of these accusations may not appear to violate 
moral norms, delving into specific cases shows how critique, 
disagreement, or just plain dislike of the target are reframed 
by the amplifier or their networked audience to accuse the 
target of moral violations.

Attack Vectors. Despite framing harassment as a tactic used 
across ideological spectra, it must also be linked to structural 
systems of misogyny, racism, homophobia, and transphobia, 
which determine the primary standards and norms by which 
people speaking in public are judged. For example, while a 
nonbinary individual might be harassed over comments 
about anything, their nonbinary status will frequently become 
an “attack vector,” information security slang for an exploit-
able system vulnerability. In other words, they will often be 
attacked for being nonbinary even if it has nothing to do with 
the matter at hand. Khalid (23, Middle Eastern), who identi-
fies as non-binary and Muslim, explained how harassment 
breaks down along intersectional lines:

In my bio, I include my sexuality, my gender identity, but I also 
include my religion and what I noticed is, generally when . . . 
My bio changes throughout and when I include my religion in 
that, there’s more of a chance of people catching onto that detail 
and harassing me on that basis, rather than just “That’s some guy 
on the Internet, we really don’t care.”

Khalid finds that when they explicitly define as Muslim, 
they are bombarded with Islamophobic statements. Similarly, 
many of the women I interviewed experienced gender-spe-
cific forms of violence such as rape threats, pornographic 
imagery, gendered slurs, sexually explicit threats, and so 
forth. While my sample included many men, their gender 
status as men was not an attack vector. In other words, they 
were not subject to harassment based on their gender. Such 
attack vectors generally focus on marked characteristics: 
women marked when men are unmarked, people of color 
marked whereas Whiteness goes unmarked, and so forth 
(Brekhus, 1998).

However, examples of harassment from left-wing net-
works (broadly defined) included some attacks based on 
Whiteness or maleness. Heath (42), who is biracial but 
White-passing, experienced harassment based on his associ-
ation with law enforcement. He told me,

people would follow or send a message on [Twitter] or [Reddit], 
and the message would be, “You need to quit your job. You’re 

harming people. You’re nothing but a white man who’s 
oppressing,” which is hard enough, but it was the, “You should 
kill yourself. You should die.” stuff [that was really difficult].

Heath considers himself a progressive and recognized that 
such harassment is rooted in a complex history of police bru-
tality against people of color, but still resented the accusa-
tions of White supremacy leveraged against him. Such 
experiences suggest that attack vectors originating in those 
aligned with historically marginalized groups may focus 
more on unmarked characteristics, and points to the need for 
more research on left-wing harassment.

Justification

Accusations of immorality according to the moral norms of 
the networked audience serve as justifications for networked 
harassment. Given the serious consequences that harassment 
has on the target, the accusation must go beyond simple dis-
like or bias; it must be strongly rooted in shared values or 
norms. As a result, justifications often seem to be constructed 
retrospectively. For example, when Anita Sarkeesian first 
launched her Feminist Frequency web series, her attackers 
accused her of advocating censorship. As the harassment 
continued, perhaps when it became clear that Sarkeesian was 
not promoting censorship, the accusations morphed. 
Sarkeesian describes her detractors’ image of her as a “folk 
demon” or “Disney villain,” based on an “information cas-
cade” (XOXO Festival, 2014). This cascade consists of a 
dossier of primarily false information that makes her out to 
be duplicitous, ignorant about video games, dismissive of 
female gamers, and even violent. It includes fabricated pic-
tures, reports, interviews, and social media posts, such as a 
tweet of a picture of Gucci pumps with the caption “Buying 
1,000 dollar shoes.” She says,

Information cascades occur when people rapidly repeat or share 
information from others without first verifying its validity, so 
falsehoods about me are initially pushed by detractors who use 
them to spam 4chan and Reddit as a way of provoking rage and 
rallying more people to join the crusade against me. As the 
disinformation spreads through social media, it takes on a life of 
its own. It’s bouncing from Twitter to Facebook to Tumblr to 
YouTube and back again. Once the cascade reaches a critical 
mass, it no longer matters what the facts are. (XOXO Festival, 
2014)

The networked nature of social media allows accusations 
or “receipts” to spread rapidly without fact-checking.

Similarly, Men’s Rights Activists coined misandry to 
reframe feminism as a movement actively trying to hurt men 
and boys, thus justifying attacks on feminists (Marwick & 
Caplan, 2018). In an analysis of YouTube “response videos” 
which react to and debate other videos, Lewis et al. (2021) 
found that creators used these “debates” to paint creators as 
immoral or offensive. For example, a video critiquing the 
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American mythology of Thanksgiving as colonialist and rac-
ist was reframed as an anti-White video advocating for a 
“ban” on Thanksgiving, a much less sympathetic prospect 
(Lewis et al., 2021). Participants in this study described simi-
lar reframing.

Nicole (White, 30) is a body liberation advocate, a proud 
fat woman who’s written two books and given a TED talk 
about releasing oneself from body hatred and diet culture. 
Always a target for online trolls and abuse, her experiences 
worsened once a “fat hate” blog wrote about her Patreon, a 
crowd-funding site for creators to solicit financial support 
from audiences. Nicole asked her readers to donate money so 
she could write full-time and work on a body positivity con-
ference. This triggered a flood of networked harassment and 
online abuse. She received hundreds of messages a day on 
every online platform, calling her fat and disgusting. She was 
very worried by a post on a “fat hate” subreddit that described 
running into her at neighborhood Trader Joe’s, encouraging 
other people in the area to look for her.4

The messages were what you might expect—heavily sex-
ist and fatphobic—but focused on the idea that she was mak-
ing money illegitimately through Patreon. She told me:

The Internet couldn’t regulate [my work], although they tried. 
They tried to calculate hours. They tried to calculate what I was 
eating. They tried to look at my conference board picture and the 
tables and see how much money on my Patreon we were 
spending on coffee and like all of these really weird things. But 
they couldn’t really regulate how much work that I was doing 
for the conference.

To members of the subreddit, what Nicole was doing was 
wrong. They believed she was profiting financially from pro-
moting unhealthy behavior, and potentially scamming peo-
ple out of their hard-earned money. The subreddit collectively 
constructed a moral justification for its harassment of Nicole. 
The harassment affected Nicole deeply. She has mostly 
stopped writing publicly and instead focuses on her book 
projects. Nicole strongly believes that being a happy, suc-
cessful fat woman—especially one with the hubris to ask for 
recompense for her creative efforts—makes her a target.

Amplification

In the process of amplification, an accusation spreads quickly 
through a network, often because it is signal-boosted by a 
popular account or community. For example, Adrienne 
(White, 32) was harassed for a tweet about gender diversity 
in young adult novels:

There was one main person who is famous in our community for 
directing harassment at people who has a pretty big following, 
like 50,000 followers or something like that. She was the one 
who said that this stuff [that I posted] was super racist. She 
pointed people at me, and her followers are famous for harassing 
people, anyone who she disagrees with publicly.

In this case, Adrienne’s tweet got little traction until it was 
picked up and amplified by the highly followed account. 
Similarly, Constance (White, 33) experienced harassment 
within a fan community on Tumblr. She received death threats 
after disagreeing with a “big name fan’s” interpretation of a 
novel:

This one person who was a fairly . . . big name person, who I 
don’t think is the one who was sending me death threats, but who 
I think contributed to an atmosphere where people felt I was fair 
game? She was in the habit of having people ask her authoritative 
questions, and just arbitrating them? . . . Finally, I wrote a 
response to one of her posts . . .It turned into a whole thing 
because she was just deeply offended that anyone would say that 
she could be wrong about something.

Because amplifiers (highly followed nodes, in network 
terms) have so many viewers, they are able, consciously or 
not, to direct harassing behavior. It is often not the amplifiers 
themselves but those who follow them who engage in such 
behavior, making it difficult to ascertain responsibility (Lewis 
et al., 2021).

Elise, the Asian American musician we met earlier, 
became concerned about the impact of her tweet criticizing 
a restaurateur when it was retweeted by “some really big 
name accounts, especially accounts that have really large 
followings, like tens of thousands or hundreds of thou-
sands of followers.” Because the followers of these “big 
name” accounts did not know Elise or the context of her 
tweet, Elise worried that they would dogpile on the restau-
rateur because “[they] are ready to attack anything 
retweeted by these accounts because they tend to focus on 
like social justice. So I was like, ‘This could be bad.’” In 
this case, Elise’s critical tweet was amplified by progres-
sive accounts, possibly causing harassment for the target 
of her critique. However, when it was amplified by “anti-
SJW”5 accounts, she experienced harassment. Thus, ampli-
fication goes both ways.

The Networked Audience

The “networked audience” is the “real and potential viewers 
for digital content that exist within a larger social graph. These 
viewers are connected not only to the user, but to each other, 
creating an active, communicative network” (Marwick & 
boyd, 2011, p. 16). Distinguished from the presumably face-
less mass of the broadcast audience, the networked audience is 
connected in a web of complex social or symbolic relation-
ships, and often shares cultural commonalities. If we consider 
ideological polarization, different networked audiences with 
very different moral standards and values may be co-present 
on social media (Mason & Wronski, 2018). They can be the 
audience for a particular account or person who acts as an 
amplifier, or they can be members of an online community 
that is amplifying the accusation, as in Nicole’s case.
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The presence of the networked audience is significant for 
several reasons. First, content that contains moral outrage 
spreads more rapidly within like-minded networks than 
other content on social media (Brady et al., 2017). Second, 
certain forms of internet conflict, known as “drama,” are 
more common in front of audience members, who may see 
them as forms of entertainment (Miller, 2016; Regan & 
Sweet, 2015). Third, the audience participates directly in 
networked harassment by responding to the amplified justi-
fication. The thousands of tweets or negative comments 
received by my participants, in most cases, were not from 
high-profile accounts, but members of their audience or of 
online communities:

When someone has 25K Twitter followers, they pile on really 
quickly, and it sort of becomes, especially in this case where it’s 
very conspiratorially-minded thinking, that the accusations and 
the allegations sort of start to compound and build up on each 
other. (Keith, 35)

I tweeted about [a screenwriter] one time because he’s this guy 
who keeps getting major blockbuster movie deals when his 
movies pretty much flop universally, and he name searched his 
name on Twitter, because I didn’t tag him. He came and found it 
and then retweeted it to his followers and said something 
derogatory about me and then at that time he had a million 
followers who are all these angry nerd boys and he didn’t get 
suspended, that was like directing targeted harassment at me, 
you know? (Danielle, 27)

Keith was accused of being a Russian disinformation the-
orist by a highly followed conspiracy theorist on Twitter. The 
networked audience of his accuser worked together to create 
a complex justification for his harassment: namely, that he 
was an enemy operative who had insider knowledge from his 
Russian handlers about the NSA (in reality, Keith is a gradu-
ate student with a Slavic last name who is interested in 
Russian history, not an intelligence professional). Danielle’s 
harassers followed a popular screenwriter. Her characteriza-
tion of his followers as “angry nerd boys” describes a net-
worked audience with a shared set of values.

The Harassment

Networked harassment itself can take a variety of forms but 
must be coordinated at scale. A single harassing message is 
not networked harassment; neither are dozens of messages 
coming from a single person (described elsewhere as dyadic 
harassment). Networked harassment involves many individ-
uals sending messages, emails, or phone calls within a rela-
tively short amount of time. In my sample, participants 
described such harassment:

So many people came into my mentions and were yelling racial 
slurs at me even though I’m white, and so many different things 
like “You’re just a stupid bitch. You don’t know what you’re 

talking about. This is America. You should be proud of this. You 
just need to get back in the kitchen instead of giving your 
opinion,” and a bunch of ridiculous stuff like that. (Ava)

One time I found a Reddit thread that was about bashing me and 
somebody said I should be forcibly sterilized, like just random 
little pockets of internet hatred. I’ve actually, I’ve seen a lot of 
stuff on Reddit . . . when I was writing about entertainment and 
stuff I’ve seen a lot of just mini flurries of like I get linked to in 
some Reddit forum and then I’m like okay, where are all these 
people in my Twitter mentions coming from, oh it’s coming 
from this Reddit forum. (Danielle)

The content of these messages may include accusations of 
moral violation, hateful speech, profanities, insults, death, 
and rape threats, publicizing private information or photo-
graphs, dossiers or receipts of misdeeds, gory or porno-
graphic imagery, and the like, all of which appeared in my 
sample. As might be expected, such harassment leads to sig-
nificant negative outcomes for the target.

Outcomes

According to the MMNH model, networked harassment has 
three primary outcomes. First, echoing previous research, 
targets of harassment experience depression, anxiety, and 
other negative emotional consequences. Second, these emo-
tional consequences often lead to self-censorship on the part 
of the target, causing them to decrease their online public 
presence. Finally, networked harassment reinforces the 
norms of participating networks, solidifying the boundaries 
between them and others.

Previous research indicates that online harassment has 
significant negative impacts on people’s lives (Blackwell 
et al., 2017; Sobieraj, 2020), including emotional and psy-
chological difficulties (Duggan, 2017). This finding was 
echoed by most participants. Elise, for example, described 
her reaction as “seriously depressed.” She said,

I was depressed that week. It was just not a good time at all. It 
took me, like, another week afterwards to kind of go back to 
normal, to be like, “I feel okay leaving the house again, I feel 
okay checking email again. I feel okay to post stuff on Twitter.”

Interestingly, my interviewees frequently preceded dis-
cussions of negative emotional consequences with a feigned 
dismissal that they “knew” online harassment should not 
bother them:

It made me feel really awful. I know reasonably that it’s just a 
random person hiding behind their keyboard and projecting 
getting his feelings out on whatever, but it was just hurtful that 
they chose me and chose to use those words. (Ava)

I’m sure by the standards of harassment [the incidents were] 
very mild, but they were both very traumatic to me. (Adrienne)
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It really upset me, and it really bummed me out. I felt like maybe 
the only people I could turn to were my wife and my close 
friends who were also targeted. It didn’t really feel like anybody 
understood or really had much sympathy for what was going on 
in that moment, even though it was very similar to other things, 
and that, not having anybody to talk to about it, especially 
someone above me or someone in a position of power to help me 
get through that moment, that kind of made me feel very alone 
in this situation. (Keith)

As the interviews went on, I found myself assuring par-
ticipants that almost everyone I talked to had suffered men-
tally from harassment, even if it was “just a random person 
hiding behind their keyboard.” Participants described depres-
sion, isolation, anxiety, and stress, among other negative 
consequences, and often seemed to feel guilty or ashamed 
that they felt bad. This points to a possible intervention: emo-
tional support for those going through harassment must 
include messaging that it is normal to feel bad when attacked 
online. This also suggests that trying to diminish people’s 
experiences by shrugging them off as something that only 
happens online is counterproductive.

As we have seen in the case of fat activist Nicole, such 
emotional fallout frequently led participants to pull back on 
their online participation. Elise said,

I still feel like I’m still not completely myself on Twitter because 
now I’m more careful about what topics I talk about. I don’t 
really talk about racism and sexism so much anymore, or I don’t 
really talk about politics, I am a lot more cautious now.

By choosing not to participate anti-racist activism in the 
digital public sphere to avoid any future harassment, Elise 
changed her behavior to conform with the norms of the net-
worked audience who attacked her. This also concurs with 
previous research. One study found that more than half of 
women 15–29 years censor themselves online to avoid 
harassment (Veletsianos et al., 2018). Other scholarship has 
found that female scholars, journalists, and politicians self-
censor themselves online due to both online harassment and 
the fear of online abuse (Binns, 2017; Chen et al., 2020; 
Sobieraj et al., 2020), culminating in what Carter Olson and 
LaPoe (2018) call a “digital Spiral of Silence.”

Thus, self-censorship is another way in which networked 
harassment functions as a norm reinforcement technique. The 
networked audience engaged in harassment successfully rein-
forces its moral norm by discouraging the target from violat-
ing it in public. And, because networked harassment is more 
likely to happen to women, trans and non-binary people, 
sexual minorities, and people of color, networked harassment 
causes minoritized voices to be systematically eliminated 
from the public sphere. Networked harassment also reinforces 
symbolic boundaries between groups by creating moral dis-
tinctions between us and them. As discussed, polarization and 
partisanship involve both in-group solidarity and out-group 
animus. Although most research on harassment has focused 

on harassment by right-wing and conservative networks, it is 
a tactic used by groups across the ideological and political 
spectrum.

Specifically, in left-leaning communities, “callout cul-
ture” functions in much the same way as harassment does, to 
punish individuals for moral transgressions typically involv-
ing racism, sexism, ableism, transphobia, and so forth (Clark, 
2020). This is, perhaps, a more sympathetic proposition. For 
instance, more than one participant noted that they believed 
harassment of neo-Nazis or racists was justified. As Danielle, 
a White woman who identified as a feminist, put it:

There’s the case of where people could march in white 
supremacist rallies, there are whole Twitter accounts dedicated 
to “this is this person, does anyone recognize them, can we find 
out where he works.” In that case I do think they deserve to be 
outed, I guess. I don’t think anyone deserves a death threat or to 
have where they live posted online, but I think there are things 
that are so toxically extreme that the only thing that pushes it 
back is public outcry . . . Should people who march in white 
supremacist rallies be afraid of their job finding out? I think 
yeah.

In other cases, even people who had experienced harass-
ment were sympathetic to the political positions of the perpe-
trators and believed that it was not the tactic that was 
misguided, but the target. This suggests that if the moral jus-
tification for harassment resonates with the morality of the 
individual, they may believe the harassment is justified even 
though they have experienced the negative consequences of 
harassment themselves. These individuals reinforced their 
own moral justification for harassment even while acknowl-
edging the harm that harassment did to them and others they 
knew who had experienced it.

Limitations

This model is based on the considerable literature on online 
harassment, as well as a diverse corpus of harassing inci-
dents and experiences. However, there are two clear gaps in 
the literature. First, more research is needed on harassment 
perpetrated by left-leaning groups and individuals, particu-
larly about attack vectors, as previously noted. Second, this 
study did not interview people who have harassed others; 
such a project could shore up the justification aspect of the 
model. Finally, future research could test the MMNH model 
against a larger and more diverse corpus of harassing inci-
dents to determine whether there are incidents of networked 
harassment that are not morally motivated.

Conclusion and Implications

The MMNH model has several implications for technology 
companies and scholars. For researchers, this model of 
harassment can be applied to a vast array of networks beyond 
the American right and left-wing. Highly partisan, polarized 
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sets of public opinions along the ideological spectrum coex-
ist on social media. Networked harassment is a tactic used 
across political and ideological groups and, as we have seen, 
by groups that do not map easily to political positions, such 
as conflicts within fandom or arguments over business. More 
research is needed on different types of harassment to further 
refine this model.

Second, the MMNH model suggests that moderation that 
examines individual content pieces to determine whether 
they violate community standards may miss the forest for 
the trees: that is, the amplifier effect of a major network 
node shaming an individual, resulting in networked harass-
ment. The Terms of Service of most websites adhere to 
United States laws around harassment, which presume the 
dyadic model of one individual repeatedly harassing another. 
This means that identifying networked harassment using 
individual-level models of harassment is very difficult. As 
Adrienne said,

The Twitter staff might recognize it as harassment if one person 
sent you 50 messages telling you suck, but it’s always the one 
person [who] posted one quote tweet saying that you suck, and 
then it’s 50 of their followers who all independently sent you 
those messages, right?

Legal definitions of harassment presume ongoing harass-
ment by the same person rather than a network. As Justine 
(Korean American, 25) explained,

And then when I started experiencing [harassment] online, was 
also like, the fact that I don’t know who this person is in many 
ways kind of universalizes it, so I feel like anybody that I walk 
next to in the street, like could be the harasser, but in terms of 
appealing to, like, a legal or policy definition, it doesn’t fit, 
because this one person shared, like, a selfie of me on the school 
gossip website, but there hasn’t been a second offense, and it’s 
unclear if it was a joke, or not.

Social platforms must recognize the amplifying effect of 
highly followed networked nodes accusing other users of 
nefarious deeds. For better or for worse, those with a larger 
audience bear a greater responsibility for their online actions 
if they silence others. Given that the consequences of net-
worked harassment can be the systemic suppression of 
minoritized voices, it is crucial that platforms work diligently 
to prevent the chilling effects of harassment.

Another possible area for intervention is reminding users 
of platform norms that prohibit harassment. J. Nathan Matias’ 
work with Reddit has shown that displaying community 
rules that reflect subreddit norms (removing abusive or off-
topic comments, for example) made newcomer comments 
less likely to be removed, and increased participation rates 
(Matias, 2019). This would not stop behavior in communities 
where harassment is condoned, such as the Fat People Hate 
subreddit that harassed Nicole, but it suggests a possible 
source of friction for platforms like Twitter.

Ultimately, conceptualizing harassment as morally moti-
vated and understanding it as a technique of norm reinforcement 
explains why people participate in it, a necessary step to decreas-
ing it. This model may open creative solutions to harassment 
and content moderation. MMNH also recognizes that harass-
ment, while more endemic to minorized communities, may be 
experienced by people from a wide variety of identities and 
political commitments, suggesting many possibilities for future 
research. Current technical and legal models of harassment do 
not protect against networked harassment; by providing a new 
model, I hope to contribute to lessening its prevalence.
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Notes

1. While Elise does not know who amplified her tweet, she 
believes it was a conservative account given that most of the 
profiles of people who harassed her included content that 
marked them as American conservatives (e.g., support for 
President Trump and MAGA).
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2. It is relatively rare to be an eyewitness to immoral actions such 
as abuse, murder, theft, and so forth. However, more common 
but milder immoral actions such as “cutting in line” are often 
met with intense wrath.

3. The recruitment materials noted that we were seeking people 
who had experienced online harassment, people who had been 
accused of online harassment (“being banned from a commu-
nity, added to a blockbot, reported for abuse on a social media 
site, and so forth”), and people who had engaged in online 
conflict (“calling someone offensive names, exposing some-
one’s sensitive personal information [doxing], encouraging 
others to bother someone [brigading], spreading online rumors 
about another person, deliberately invading another person’s 
privacy, threatening someone online, and so forth.” The latter 
categories did not yield any respondents.

4. A “subreddit” is an online forum on Reddit dedicated to a par-
ticular topic. There are thousands of subreddits focusing on 
everything from fandom to knitting to weight loss to memes.

5. “Social Justice Warrior,” a pejorative term used by the right-
wing for progressive (feminist, anti-racist) activism.
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Appendix A

Interview Questions for People Who Have 
Experienced Harassment

•• Tell me a little bit about yourself.
•• What do you do in your free time? What are you pas-

sionate about?
•• What social media do you use? What do you use the 

most?
�	 Who do you think of as the audience for each 

social media platform?
�	 Do you use the same username on each?
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•• You’re part of this study because you’ve experi-
enced online harassment. I’m sorry about your neg-
ative experiences online, but I’d like to ask you 
some questions about them so we can learn more 
about online harassment and potentially help other 
people who’ve experienced it. Please feel free to 
skip any question you don’t feel comfortable 
answering.
�	 Can you tell me what happened? How did you 

feel?
�	 Do you know who harassed you? What do you 

think caused them to engage in this behavior?
�	 Do you think your identity played a part in your 

harassment?
�	 What helped you and what type of resources 

would have been helpful during this time? (men-
tal health, police, support, financial, technologi-
cal, etc.)

�	 Did you talk about what was happening with 
friends online or offline?

�	 What effects has the harassment had on you? Have 
you changed your internet behavior as a result?

•• How do you protect yourself from harassment and 
abuse online?

•• What do you think constitutes “harassment”?
•• What do you think tech companies should do to reduce 

harassment? What should lawmakers do? Are there 
social situations?

•• Do you think there are situations in which any of the 
behaviors we talked about are justified?
�	 For example, a hunter posted a picture online of 

a lion he shot on Twitter and got tons of mean 
tweets and hate mail. Was this justified? Why?

�	 A public relations executive made a joke about 
AIDS and Africa on Twitter and was fired from 
her job. Do you think that’s justified?

�	 Two guys at a tech conference joking around 
about “dongles” were fired after a picture of them 
was posted on Twitter. Do you think that’s justi-
fied?

•• Who do you think is most likely to get accused of 
harassment? Who is most likely to be harassed? Who 
is most likely to harass others?

•• Why do you think people harass others?
•• Say an online newspaper posts a story that women are 

harassed more than men online. Do you think this is 

fair? How would you like to see the media discuss 
online harassment?

•• Have you ever been accused of harassment?

Appendix B

Interview Questions for Trust & Safety Workers

•• Can you walk me through the most common kinds of 
unwanted user behavior on your platform?

•• How would you define “unwanted user behavior”?
•• What attack vectors exist on your product?
•• How is harassment defined internally?
•• What actions do you consider harassing behavior? 

Can you give me examples?
•• I’ve found that users define harassment in a wide vari-

ety of ways. How do you handle that?
•• How do you escalate harassment?
•• How are users “punished”?
•• What is the profile of the user who engages in harass-

ing behavior? Is there one?
•• What types of people or networks are more likely to 

perpetrate harassing behavior?
•• In your experiences, are there patterns in the types of 

people who are more likely to experience harassing 
behavior?

•• What are the biggest challenges in combating harass-
ing behavior?
�	 How do you deal with context?
�	 How do you deal with networked harassment?

•• My research has led me to form a model of networked 
harassment as morally motivated. (Explain model). 
What do you think of this model? What is it missing?

•• Do you feel that it’s easy to advocate for T&S within 
a larger tech organization?

•• How do you acquire domain knowledge about T&S?
•• Do you talk to T&S people at other companies?
•• Where do you think T&S as a field is today compared 

to where it was five years ago?
•• Do you think there is a gendered component to 

harassment?
�	 What about race?
�	 Sexuality?

•• What technological solutions do you see to combating 
harassing behavior?
�	 Are there social solutions?
�	 Legal/policy solutions?




